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SUMMARY 

Ignoring the possibility of engine failure and making some other 
idealised assumptions, particularly about margins of lift coefficient, 
calculations have been made to study the effects on take-off and landing 
distances of varying the main aircraft parameters such as maximum lift 
coefficient, wing loading, aspect ratio and thrust/weight ratio. 

The results show that unless the thrust/weight ratio is large the 
take-off distance will usually be at least as great as the landing distance, 
especially if' reversed thrust is used for landing. For this reason attention 
is concentrated on the take-off results. It is shown that if high lift 
coefficients can be obtained large reductions of take-off distance are possible. 
The maximum lift coefficiert that can usefully be employed is shown to be a 
function of aspect ratio and thrust/weight ratio, almost independent of wing 
loading. 

1. Introduction 

Various methods of increasing the maximum lift coefficient of a wing 
are now well known0 These include the use of slots and flaps at the leading 
and trailing edges and control of the boundary leyer by suction or blowing. 
The devices may be used in various combinations and unless the thrust/weight 
ratio is exceptionally low the increase of maximum lift coefficient may be 
expected to improve the airfield performance for a given wing loading. 
Alternatively, a high-lift device may be used to enable the wing loading to be 
increased while maintaining the same airfield performance. 

All high-lift devices involve some additional weight and complication 
as a price to be paid for improved airfield performance, although in some cases 
the penalty may be small. The decision whether to use a high-lift device must 
be made by the designer in the light of information about the additional weight 
and the expected reduction of take-off and landing distances. The reliability 
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of the device and the possible consequences of failure of a suction or blowing 
plant must also be considered. 

The field length required for take-off is greatly affected by the 
possibility of engine failure and by operating requirements designed to maintain 
safety in the event of such failure. In the calculations to be described the 
possibility of engine failure has been ignored and no attempt has been made to 
match the assumed piloting procedure to any particular set of operating 
requirements. Thus the calculations do not give realistic values of the actual 
field length required, but they do show the effect of various parameters on the 
take-off and landing distances that could be achieved in ideal conditions, with 
all engines working and no consideration of possible failure. 

Since the use of a high-lift device to obtain low flight speeds 
necessarily increases the trailing vortex drag it is to be expected that the 
advantages to be gained will be strongly dependent on the aspect ratio, wing 
loading and thrust/weight ratio of the aircraft. The calculations were therefore 
planned to cover a wide range of these variables in order to assess their effect 
on take-off and landing distances. The distances have been calculated in terms 
of the maximum lift coefficient CLS, without any detailed consideration of the 
method used for obtaining high lift or the weight penalty involved. In any given 
case where a realistic assessment is required it will be necessary to consider 
not only the effects of possible engine failure and operating requirements but 
also the effect of the additional weight of any proposed high-lift device. 

It has been assumed throughout that the engine thrust acts in the 
direction of flight and that the specified lift coefficients can be achieved at 
any value of the thrust. Thus the results are applicable to aircraft using BLC 
systems in which-the suction or blowing can be adjusted independently of the 
propulsive thrust. Aircraft using jet flaps or deflected thrust or slipstream 
have not been considered, although it is recognised that these are powerful 
methods of achieving STOL and they msy well be used in conjunction with BLC. 
Thrust deflection is particularly valuable at high values of the thrust/weight 
ratio To/W, and because this has not been considered the range of To/W has 
been restricted to values below about 0.6. 

With a well designed high-lift system using boundary-layer control, 
unseparated flow can be maintained so that the profile drag coefficient is not 
much greater at high values of CL than in cruising flight. This is in contrast 
to some trailing-edge flap systems without BLC, in which high lift coefficients 
can only be obtained at the expense of high profile drag. In the calculations 
to be described the values assumed for the profile drag coefficient are low, so 
that the results are applicable to BLC systems designed to obtain low profile 
drag at high incidence and not to BLC systems or other high-lift devices giving 
a large profile drag. 

The calculations were made with an electronic digital computer (EDSAC 2). 
In making assumptions about the take-off and landing procedures some simplifications 
were introduced. These tended to be optimistic, so that the calculated distances 
represent the minimum obtainable in ideal conditions; in most cases the actual 
distances achieved would be greater than the calculated ones because the pilot 
would have to follow a more realistic procedure. Nevertheless the results should 
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enable valid comparisons to be made between aircraft having differing values of 
the main parameters, because the same simplifying assumptions are made in all 
cases. 

Although calculations have been made for both take-off and landing, 
the emphasis in this paper is on the former because the results show that in 
most cases, using the family of assumptions defined later, the landing distance 
is less than the take-off distance. 

The airfield is assumed to be horizontal and the calculated take-off 
distance is the minimum distance required for the aircraft to accelerate from 
rest and reach a height of 50 ft, while the landing distance is the minimum 
distance required for the aircraft to descend from a height of 50 ft and come 
to rest. All the calculations were made for zero wind. 

Theoretical studies on the same lines as the present one have been 
made by a number of other authors, e.g. Refs. 1, 2 and 3. In Ref. 1 the emphasis 
is or aircraft using deflected thrust, but some calculations of limiting conditions 
with undeflected thrust, neglecting CD and C 

%' 
are in fair agreement with 

the present results. Ref. 2 is restricfed to a particular class of aircraft with 
a fixed payload of I 500 lb and the assumptions made are appropriate only to this 
class. The weights of aircraft considered are in the range 4000 to 10 000 lb and 
for these weights some of the assumptions made in the present work are not 
expected to be valid. Nevertheless, the results given here agree fairly well 
with those of Ref. 2. 

Ref. 3 covers a wider field and the present investigation may be 
regarded as an extension of that work. The use of an electronic digital computer 
in the present work has made it possible to consider a large number of different 
cases and to adjust the take-off and landing procedures to give minimum distances+, 
It is believed that the results obtained give a useful indication of the classes 
of aeroplane that will show the greatest benefit from the use of high-lift devices. 
They also give an indication of the greatest values of the maximum lift coefficient 
that are likely to be useful for various classes of aircraft in ideal conditions, 
but it must be remembered that various operational margins and safety requirements 
have not been considered and these have an important effect on the highest useful 
value of the maximum lift coefficient. 

Notation 

A aspect ratio of wing 
a ft height of wing above ground 
a 

V 
ft/sec* vertical acceleration during transition or flare 

bC 
LS 

constant lift coefficient in steady climb 

C (sec/ft)* constant in thrust equation (1) 

c' (sec/ft)* constant in reversed thrust equation (5) 

cD 
total drag coefficient of aircraft 

cDO 
drag coefficient of aircraft at zero lift, with 
undercarriage retracted 



c% 
cL 

cLF 

%I 

cLs 

%J 

Di lb 

E 

F lb 

g rt/sd 
hL ft 

% ft 
K 

K' 

LL ft 

Li ft 

La ft 
La ft 
L4 ft 

eT ft 

ei ft 

e* ft 

43 ft 

84 ft 

drag coefficient of undercarriage, based on wing area 

lift ocefficient of aircraft 

lift coefficient during flare (assumed constant for the 
purpose of analysis) 

lift coefficient in level flight at speed VM 

maximum lift coefficient of aircraft (with appropriate 
engine power) 

value of CL giving take-off distance 19 
S 

greater than minimum possible 
induced drag in level flight at light coefficient CL 

U 
see vE 

total retarding force acting on aircraft during take-off 
ground run 

acceleration due to gravity 
height at which landing flare begins 

height at which transition to steady climb is complete 

induced drag factor in absence of ground effect 
(assumed to be 1*25) 

induced drag factor, allowing for ground effect 
(assumed to be 0*875) 

total landing distance required from a height of 50 ft 
to a standstill 

horizontal distance required for steady approach from 
height of 50 ft to start of landing flare 

horizontal distance required for landing flare 
horixonatal distance required for landing float, if any 
length of ground run required in landing, to bring aircraft 

to rest 
total take-off distance required from standstill to a height 
of 50 ft 

length of take-off ground run 

distance, if' any, flown close to the ground while accelerating 
to speed at which climb is started 

horizontal distance required for transition from level flight 
to steady climb at constant angle 

horizontal distance required, if any, in addition to e,, 
for climb at constant angle to a height of 50 ft 



S 

S 
T 

TB 

To 

Y 

va 

'b 

sq ft 

ft 

lb 

lb 

lb 

ft/sec 

ft/seo 

ft/seo 

VB = BVs ft/seo 

VE = Evs ft/seo 

VA! ft/sec 

vS ft/seo 

vT ft/sec 

V 16 ft/sec 

w lb 

w= %b/fta 
S 

X ft 

aT 

Y 

6 

c1 

PB 

P sll.lg/ft3 
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gross wing area 

semi-span of wing 

total thrust of all engines 

total braking thrust of propellers 

total static thrust uf all engines 
I 

speed of aircraft 

speed at which aircraft leaves ground, during 
take-gff 

speed in steady climb -a awing transition to 
steady climb 

speed. during steady approach 

speed at end of flare 

mean speed awing flare. See equation (6) 

stalling speed (with appropriate engine powqr) 

speed at touch-down 

stalling speed of aircraft in landing condition 
with BLC shut off 

total weight of aircraft 

wing loading 

horizontal dislxnce 

wing mcidence awing landing gr0ma-m, measured 
from no-lift condition with flaps up 

angle of steady clxnb 

inclination of steady approach path to horizontal 

ooefficient of rolling resistance 

mea,n effective braking coefficient of friction 

air d.en9i-Q (9hdara sea-level conditions aswed. 
throughout). 

2./ 
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2. Assumed Characteristics of Aircraft 

Both jet and propeller aircraft have been considered, with 
parameters varyulg over the following ranges. 

Wing loa&ng: 15 to 250 lb/ft? 
Aspect ratio: 5 to 48. 
Ratio of static thrust to weight: 0.26 to 0*47 for jets, 

0.32 to 0.58 for propellers. 

Calculations were made for aircraft weights from j0 000 to 200 000 lb, 
but some of the assumptions made are not considered to be valid for weights 
below 30 000 lb. The variation of weight had some effect on the take-off 
calculations, because the drag coefficient was assumed to depend to some 
extent on the weight. In calculating the landing distances the effect of 
drag was relatively small, so that simpler assumptions could be made with no 
dependence on weight. 

2.1 Thrust 

To simplif'y the take-off calculations the variation of thrust with 
forward speed has been represented approximately by the empirical equation 

T= To (I - cvy, . . . (I) 

where T is the static thrust. o It was found that the values 

C = 0*25 x 9os5 (sec/ft)' for jets 

and C = I.0 x IO-’ ( seo/ft)a for propellers 

gave reasonable agreement with data for a number of current jet and propeller 
aircraft over the appropriate speed range. 

2.2 Drag during take-off 

The coefficient of ground roU.in 
O-02 (concrete runway) to O*lO (long grass P 

resistance p was varied from 
. Most of the results given are 

for p = 0.02. 

The total drag coefficient of the aircraft (based on wing area) 
has been represented by 

KC; 
cD = cDo+cDw+z 9 . 0’ (2) 

where/ 
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where 
cDo 

is the drag coefficient at zero lirt with the undercarriage 

retracted and C 
DW 

is the drag coefficient of the undercarriage. When the 

aircraft is close to the ground the induced drag factor K is replaced by K' 
to allow for ground effect. 

The value of CD during take-off was estimated as the sum of two 
0 

terms, the first due to the wing and the second due to the fuselage and tail. 
The wing contribution was taken to be 04065 for jet aircraft and 0*0080 for 
propeller aircraft, the latter being greater because of slipstream effects. 
The contribution of the fuselage and tail to CD can be expressed in terms 

0 

of the wetted area of these parts. Plotting this wetted area against d for 
a number of current aircraft gave the approximate relatiodship. 

Wetted area of fuselage and tail surfaces = 12.2 & sq ft, where 
W is the weight in lb. 

Taking drag coefficients, based on wetted area, of 0*00285 for jet 
aircraft and 0*004-O for propeller aircraft (multi-engined, with slipstream), 
the contributions of the fuselage and tail to CD, are found to be 

00035 & 
for jet aircraft 

s 

and 
S 

for propeller aircraft, 

where S is the wing area in sq ft. Thus the total values of CD during 
0 

the take-off are taken to be 

0.035 $ 
Jet: 04065 + 

S 

o-049 d 
Propeller: 0*0080 + . 

S 

l a* (3) 

There is very little published information on the drag of modern 
undercarriages and in the absenoe of more complete ikformation the curves 
given by Perkins and Hag& have been used. These can be represented 
approximately by the equation 

/ 

cDW I 
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O-443 d - IO 
'DW = . 

S 
l * .  (4) 

The induced drag factor K has been assumed to be I.25 in the 
absence of ground effect. The reduction of K due to ground effect depends 
on the ratio a/2s, where a is the height of the wing above the ground 
and 2s is the wing span, With conventional undercarriages a/2s is usually 
between about O*? and 0*2 when the aircraft is on the ground. High-lift 
aircraft will perhaps tend to have rather high undercarriages and a value of 
a/2s of about O-2 may be typical. Theoretical and experimental results 
reproduced by Hoerner 5 show that for this value of a/2s the ground effect 
reduces the induced drag factor by about 3%. Thus Kt is assumed to be 
O-875 for the aircraft on the ground. 

Two further assumptions affecting the drag durrng take-off are: 

(a) The undercarriage is assumed to be retracted 
immediately after the aircraft leaves the ground 
and the time required for retraction is neglected. 

(b) The induced drag factor is assumed to change 
discontinuously from K' = 0.875 when the aircraft 
is on the ground to K = 1.25 as soon as the 
aircraft begins to climb. 

Since some time is required for retraction of the undercarriage, 
assumption (a) leads to an underestimate of the drag immediately after the 
aircraft leaves lhe ground, This error may be roughly compensated by 
assumption (b) which leads to an overestimate of drag. 

2.3 Drag during landing 

It is assumed that the engine thrust needed to follow the required 
approach path is less than the maximum available thrust., It is also assumed 
that during the flare, with the engines throttled back as necessary, the drag 
of the aircraft is sufficient to produce the assumed loss of speed0 Then in 
the usual case with no float the ground run is the only part of the total 
landing distance that is affected by the drag of the aircraft. Since the 
effect of drag on the ground run is not large, an accurate assessment of 
drag is not necessary. 

It is assumed that the incidence throughout the ground run remains 
constant and equal to aT, the value corresponding to level flight at the 
touoh-down speed VT. Thz~s speed is either VK or Vi,, whichever is the 

smaller. (See $3.2). The incidence aT is measured from the sero-lift 
condition v&th flaps up and can easily be estimated for given values of VT 
and aspect ratio. 

It is assumed that the BLC system is shut off at the end of the 
flare, so that the wing will usually be stalled during the ground run. The 
total wing drag is then estimated roughly, in the absence of ground effect, 
by assuming that the resultant force acts in a direction normal to the 

zero-lift/ 
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zero-lift line. The normal force coefficient for the stalled wing is taken 

to be (1 -y), where A is the aspect ratio, so that the drag coefficient 

. 
in the absence of ground effect is (I-09) sin aT. To allow for ground 

A 

effect this value is reduced by 
o-375 PL 

as for the take-off calculations. 
XA 

Since aT is usually not large, the lift coefficient is nearly equal to 
. 

(1 -O') - . 
A 

To simpl-rfy the calculations aT has been arbitrarily assumed to 
be equal to 16” in the few cases where it is actually less than this value. 
For these oases the assumption that the wing is stalled during the ground run 
may be incorrect and the actual wing drag may be less than the value used in 
the cslculations. 

The expressions used in the take-off calculations for the fuselage 
and tail and undercarriage drag coefficients depended on both the weight W 
and the wing loading w. For the calculation of ground run during landing 
there was less need for accuracy in estimating drag ma simpler expressions 
were used 111 order to eliminate W. These were: 

Fuselage and tail contribution to (+, = 0*017 

Undercarriage drag coefficient = CD = 0*0005 W. 
w 

Since slipstream effects are small during the landing ground run there is no 
need to distinguish between jet and propeller aircraft in estimating the drag. 

The total aircraft drag coefficient 5 during the ground run is 
obtained by adding the wing, fuselage and tail, and undercarriage drag 
coefficients. 

In the few cases where there is a "float" between the end of the 
lardng flare and the start of the ground run the toI@ drag coefficient is 

taken to be CD 
K'C; 

+ - , where CD = 0.07. This value of CD is an 
0 XA 0 0 

arbitrary one, but tests with the computer showed that reasonable variations in 
the chosen value had negligible effects on the calculated distances. 

2.4/ 
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2.4 Braking and reversed thrust 

Two values of the braking coefficient of friction b were used 
in the calculations, O-17 representing a runway covered with water and O-35 
representing a dry concrete runway for which the limiting factor is the 
brake capacity rather than the runway friction. 

Calculations were made for propeller aircraft with reversed 
thrust, assuming that the maxMum reversed thrust at zero speed is only 
0-64 of To, the maximum static thrust when the propellers are operating 
normally. The maximum braking thrust at a speed V ft/sec 1s then assumed 
to be 

TB = 0.64 To (1 + c' V") . .-. (5) 

Comparison with measurements on typical modern propellers has shown that 
reasonable agreement is obtain& if' c' is taken to be 4*3 x IO-’ (sec/ft)". 

In calculating the ground run usulg reversed thrust the effect of 
the wake from the braking propellers on the lift and drag of the aircraft was 
taken Into account. In doing this it was necessary to consider separately the 
two stages of the ground run: 

(a) for which the propeller wake is a simple 
expanding slipstream 

(b) for which there is either a turbulent wake 
behind the propeller or a vortex ring. 

For stage (a) the velocity behind the propeller can be calculated easily in 
terms of the thrust. For stage (b) the 8;Lr velocity relative to the aircraft 
was assumed to be zero behind the propeller. 

3. Piloting Technique and Other Assumptions 

3.1 Take-off 

It is assumed that during the ground run the attitude of the 
aircraft is maintained. at the value giving maximwn acceleration. In practice, 
with a nose-wheel undercaxxiage, the attitude during the greater part of the 
ground run will be determined by the undercarriage design and the assumed 
ideal condition will usually not be satisfied exactly. 

The transition from horizontal motion on or near the ground to a 
steady climb at an angle y is assumed to be made 111 a parabolic flight path 
at a constant speed Vb -2nd a constant lift coeffictint 0.9 C 

% 
. Ina 

few cases the available thrust will not be sufficient to enable the transition 
arc to be flown at a lift coefficient as high as 0.9 CL . This means that, 

S 
for each thrust/weight ratio, there is a range of high values of CL for 

S 
which the results are not strictly valid. This limitation is not important, 
however, because the range of' CL for which the results are not valid is 

S 
just/ 
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just that which is shown by the results to be above the useful range. Even 
when sufficient thrust is available there may be cases in which the effects 
of induced drag mean that a slightly shorter take-off could be achieved by 
keeping the lift coefficient below O*Y CL during the transition, but these 

S 
cases are also likely to be unimportant. 

It was found in a few cases, with large ground-rollmg resistance 
and high aspect ratio, that the shortest total take-off distance aT is 
obtained by leaving the ground at a speed V, which is less than the optimum 
speed Vb for the transition. The aircraft then accelerates from speed Va 
to Vb while flying horizontally just above the ground. (In this state the 
induced drag factor is taken to be K' = 0.875.) The induced drag coefficient 
varies during the acceleration, but for simplicity in calculating the distance 
travelled the arithmetic mean of the two extreme values has been used. 

Both Va and Vb are limited by the condition that the lift 
coefficient must not exceed 9% of the maximum value CL . Because the flight 

S 
path is curved during the transition the speed Vb has to be greater than the 
speed for a lift coefficient of O-9 CL in level flight. !Lhis explains why 

S 
it is possible, and in some cases desirable, to lift the aircraft off the 
ground at a speed Va that is less than Vb, even though the lift coefficient 
at speed V a must not exceed O-9 CL , the value during the transition. 

S 

In considering the limitations on lift coefficient the value of CL 
S 

should always be the appropriate power-on maximum lift coefficient. Within 
the limitations already stated the computer was programmed to choose the values 
of v and V 
obstaadle. 

giving the shortest total distance for take-off over a 50 ft 
Forbtake-off from normal concrete runways (JJ = 0.02) it is always 

found that V = Vb a so that the transition starts immediately the aircraft 
leaves the ground. 

The steady climb after the transition is assumed to be made at the 
same speed Vb as the transition. 

3.2 Landing 

In calculating the landing distance the aircraft is assumed to 
approach the airfield at a constant speed VB in a straight path inclined at 

an angle 8 to the horizontal. Values of 6 up to 35' were considered, but 
the results show that there is usually little to be gained by increastilg 8 
above about 8O. 

At a height hI, the flare is started. In this phase of the landing 

the speed decreases from VB to VE and the vertical component of velocity 

decreases from VB sin 6 to zero. 'Ihe flight path in the flare is assumed to 

be/ 
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be a parabolic arc with constant lift. To simplify the analysis this constant 
lift is expressed in terms of a constant lift coefficient C 

LF 
and a constant 

speed VM given by 

. . . (6) 

It is clear that to achieve a short landing distance the lift 
coefficient should be as high as possible during the flare. A margin of safety 
from stalling is required and it seems reasonable to relate this safety margin 
in the flare to the speed margin in the steady approach. Although the assumption 
is optimistic the lift coefficient in the flare has been taken to be 

l ** (7) 

where V s is the appropriate power-on stalling speed and VB = Bvs is -the 
speed in the steady approach. Thus for a normal landing by a civil aircraft 
B mightbel*3, giving C /C 

LE" LS 
= 0*915, whereas for some military 

* 
purposes a value of B as low as I.1 might be acceptable, giving 
c /CL 
4 s = o*y65* 

It is assumed that at the instant the flare is completed the engine 
thrust is reduced to zero and the BLC system is shut off. In most cases the 
loss of BLC will Cause the wing to stall and the ground run then commences 
immediately. There may be some cases, however, in which the wing does not 
stall when the BLC is shut off at the end of the flare and a "float" may be 
desirable, with the airoraft flying close above the ground while losing speed, 
For consideration of these cases some further assumptions are required. 

It is assumed that when the BLC system has been shut off at the 
end of the flare the wing has a stalling incidence 16~ above that giving zero 
lift with flaps up. Denoting the speed for level flight at this incidence by 
V 16, it is assumed that if the speed VE at the end of the flare is greater 

than L3 there is a float in which the speed falls to Vie. This assumption 

is perhaps a little unrealistic, because in practice it is not necessary for 
the wing to be stalled at touch-down, particularly if' the aircraft has a 
nose-wheel undercarriage. Nevertheless the assumption is probably better 
than the opposite extreme, complete neglect of the possibility of a float, 
and in any case for most of the aircraft considered VE was found to be . 
less than Vie., so that no float was included. It is only for aircraft 
having low maximum lift coefficients or using large values of B that Vs 
is found to be greater than Vi 6 . 

It is assumed that the brakes are applied and reach the &i&Yi.ng 
or brake-capacity limit immediately after touch-down. Reversed thrust is 
considered only for propeller aircraft ma where this is available it is 

assumed/ 
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assumed that after touch-down there is a delay period of 2 seconds before the 
pilot takes any action to reverse the thrusti during-this period the engine 
thrust is assumed to be zero. A further period of 2 seconds is assumed after 
this, during which the pilot operates the pitch-reversing mechanism and 
increases the engine speed to the maximum permissible. For simplicity in the 
calculations a mean reversed thrust of half' the maximum is assumed in tlvs 
further 2 second period. 

4. Calculation of Take-Off Distance 

The total distance required tc accelerate from rest and climb to 
a height of 50 ft is 

The computer programme was arranged to give the minimum value of .6T for 
each selected combination of aircraft and runww, the other variables being 
adjusted automatically to their optimum values. 
is zero for minimum 4T 

As already mentioned, 4, 
except for a few special cases. 

4.1 The ground run 4, 

The total retarding force acting on the aircraft, when travelling 
at a speed V slong level ground in zero wind, is 

F 
K'C; 

+ - 
> 

+ p(w - $pPSCL) 0 . . . (8) 
W ZA 

For a given speed V, F is a minimum when 

7d4-I 
cL=R1* l ** (9) 

During the groundrun the attitude of the aircraft is assumed to be @.nt.a&ed 
at the value requiredby equation (9). The length of the ground run 4, is 
then obtained by integration of the equation of motion 

W dV 
-V- = T-F, 
is dx 

. . . (IO) 

from zero speed to the speed Va at wlvch the aircraft leaves tie ground. 

4.2 Level flight close to the ground, 4, 

The CdmihtiOIl of this distance is straightforward when Va, Vb 

and the thrust and drag characteristics are given. 
403/ 
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4.3 Distance ex for transitLon to steady clinib . 

In the steady climb following the transition the speed is Vb, 

the lif% ooefficient bC 
LS 

and the angle of climb y. For a given value 

of CL Y b ma Vb are simply related and y is easily found from the 
S 

thrust aa drag. During the transition the lift coefficient is O*Y CL 
S 

and hence for smaLL y the vertical acceleration is 

av = g(y-1). 

Thus the height required for completion of the transition is 

G sina y 
hT = . 

2av 

. . . (II) 

. . . (12) 

It is necessw now to distinguish two cases, (a) +S 50 ft aa 
(b) % < 50 ft. In the former case the assumed 50 ft obstacle is cleared 

before transition is complete and the required horizontal distance is 

i 

e 4 200 w 
3 = IO Vbav = 

l P&, @*Y -b) 
l ** 03) 

S  

In the oase where equation (12) gives % < 50 ft the requked 

length 4 
3 

is the total horizontal tistanoe travelled during transition. 

This is 

bV; siny 
= 2 . 

V 
g(O.9 - b) 

**a (14) 

4.4 Horizontal distance 4& in steady climb 

For % > 50 ft, 4, = 0. 

For $< 50 f-t, d4 = (50 - h) out y ft. 

5./ 
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5. Calculation of Landing Distance 

The total distsnoe required for the siroraft to descend from a 
height of 50 ft and come to rest is 

LL = Li + La + Ls + L, l 

As for the take-off calculations, the computer programme was arranged to 
give minhum FL' For most of the cases considered the distance L, was zero. 

5.1 The steady approach 

It is only necessary to consider this phase of the landing if the 
height hL at which the flare starts is less than 50 ft. In this case 

Li z (50 - %> cot 6 ft. . . . (95) 

5.2 The flare 

The speeds at the beginning and end of the flare are VB = BVS and 

VI4 = mJs respectively. The lift ooeffioient in the flare is C 
4' 

given 

by equation (7), whereas the lift coefficient in level flight at the mean 
flare speed VU is 

2CLs 
%= l Ea + Ba 

.  .  .  (16) 

Thus if 00s 6 w 1 the upward vertical aooeleration during the flazx Ais 

% = q$,. .** (17) 

The height at which the flare bees is 

(Bvs sin 6)' 

'= 2a V 

. . . (18) 

and with a parabolic flight path the horizontal distance required is 
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% L*=-. 
tan 6 

. . . (19) 

If 4, > 50 ft the length LA will be zero and only the part of the flare 
below a height of 50 f-t needs to be considered. For this part 

. . . (20) 

5.3 The float 

In cases where there is a float the required distance 5 is easily 
calculatedfrom the initial aa final speeds ma the drag. 

5.4 The ground run 

The distance L4 required for the ground run is calculated by 
integration of the equation of motion, using the drag aa reversed thrust 
data already gi.ven. 

6. Results 

Consideration of the results showed that some of the variables had 
only small effects and that the main trends could be presented fairly 
concisely by choosing appropriate methods of plotting. Thus only a selection 
of typical results is 'ven here. It was found that in most cases, except 
for high values of T 3 , the caloulated distances for t&-off were 
greater than for landing, especially when reversed thrust was used for 
lanairlg. For this reason the results are presented with a greater emphasis 
on take-off than on landing. 

Since the take-off results for jet ma propeller aircraft showed 
similar trends, attention has been concentrated on propeller aircraft in 
presenting the results. STOL aircraft incorporating boundary-layer control 
systems derive considerable benefit from propeller slipstream, and for 
relatively low cruising speeds propellers are perhaps more likely to be used 
than jet engines. When no reversed thrust is used the calculated landing 
distances apply either to jet or propeller aircraft. The use of reversed 
thrust was only considered for propeller aircraft. 

6.1 Take-off 

It was expected that two of the most important variables affecting 
the take-off distance wouldbe the thrust/weight ratio and the stall~g speed. 
The take-off distance was therefore plotted, at first, against stallin 
but later it was found that the curves were more nearly straight if 

speed. VS, 
w CLS 7 

(equal to &Vi ) was used instead of VS . 

Fig.1/ 
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Fig.1 shows the take-off distance plotted in this way, for 
propeller airoraft with A = 8, When w/ChS is fairly large the take-off 
distance is a function of T,h and w/ChS as expected, and variation of 
wing loading while maintaining constant w/CbS (i.e., constant stalling 
speed) has no effect. At smaller values of W/CL, there is an important 

effect of varying wing loading, even at constant w/ChS, especially for 
small To/W, and the take-off distance approaches a limiting minimum value 
which is independent of CL 

S 
. This limiting condition, dependent on wing 

loading, is due to the effect of induced drag, which is directly proportional 
to wing loading for given weight, speed and aspect ratio. When the limiting 
murimum take-off distance is reached the highest Lift coefficient used in an 
optimised take-off is restricted by induced drag and not by stalling. Thus 
further increase of CLS has no effect because higher lift coefficients 
are not used. 

Fig.2 is similar to Fig.1 except that it refers to jet aircraft. 
The curves are of the same form, but the vaJ.ue of T P required to achieve 
a given take-off distance is less than that for a propeller aircraft with the 
s=e "/GLs9 because the constant c in the thrust equation (1) is less for 
jets than for propellers and aLso the drag as given by equation (3) is less 
for the jet case. 

Figs.1 and 2 both refer to an aspect ratio of 8, and the effect of 
varying aspect ratio is shown in Fig.3, where results are plotted for aspect 
ratios of 5 and 12. As expected, the effect of aspect ratio is small in the 
region where induced drag is unimportant, i.e., where the take-off distsnoe 
depends on w/Chs rather than wing loading. At the smaller values of w/Chs, 

where induced drag is important and the take-off distance is approaching its 
limiting minimum value, there is a large effect of aspect ratio. Since, for 
a given speed, the ratio of induced drag to weight is proportional to w/A, 
it is to be expected that the lower ends of the dotted curves in Fig.3 will 
depend mainly on w/A, Inspection of Fig.3 shows that thus is at least 
approximately true; for example, the curves for (A = 5, w = 40) and 
(A = 12, w = 100) are nearly coincident. The poult is shown more exactly 
in Fig& where for several values of Tfl the minimum possible take-off 
distance is plotted against w/A. The points for T /tv = 0.3 and 0.4 cover 
a range of aspect ratios and show clearly that the l%iting take-off distance 
is a function of To/k/ and w/A. The curves in Fig.4 for To/W = 0.5 and 
0.6 were obtsinedby cross-plotting and the individual points are not shown, 
but in these cases also there was no evidence of any ulconsistency in this 
method of plotting. Thus it may be concluded that al.1 the results shown l~1 
Figs.1 and 2 may be applied with reasonable accuracy to any aspect ratio, 
provided the dotted parts of the curves are considered to be dependent on w/A 
and not simply on wing loading. Thus, for example, the curves shown in Figs.? 
and2for w=80 (and A=8) would be correct for w = 50 and A = 5, 
or for w = 100 and A=lO. 

In considering future research on boundary-layer control systems 
it is of interest to estimate the maximum value of Qs that is likely to be 

useful./ 
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useful. In practice the useful maximum value is not that which gives the 
minimum distance as shun in Fig.4, because a smaller CL S 

will give a 

smaller weight of BLC system and only slightly greater take-off distance. 
For the present purpose the "maximrun useful lift coefficient" 

%J 
has been 

arbitrarily defined as the value of CLs giving a take-off distsnoe 15s 

greater than the minimum possible (with unlimited CL available). 

Values of C 
Lv 

were found from the results and plotted against 
aspect ratio for several constant values of T/W. This showed that, for 

given To/h CI+, was almost directly proportional to aspect ratio ma 
nearly independent of wing loading. The results were therefore re-plotted 
as Cb/A against To/W, as shown in Fig.5. The curve shown applies with 
good accuraoy over a wide range of wing loading, exoept at the highest values 
of To/W., For Tab = 0.58 the values of C 

Lo/ A were respectively l*OO, 

j*-ll and 4 l 16 at wing loadings of 40, 70 and 100 lb/ft? 

It is easy to see why it is to be expected that C 
d 

A shoddbe 
roughly proportional to To/W. For, 

where K is the induced drag factor and Di is the induced drag in level 

flight at the lift coefficient C 
Ln' 

Thus C 

proportional to To/W if Di/To 
d 

A willbenearly 
is roughly constant for the conditions 

giving CL = c 
Lo' 

The cuI7te given in Fig.5 may be represented roughly by 
the equation 

%J - = l-8 To/w 
A 

f3,natith K= I.25 this gives Di = 0.72 To. Thus for propeller aircraft 
the maximum useful lift coefficient, as defined here, is determinedb the 
oondition that at -QXLS lift coefficient the induced drag is about 7 d o of the 
static thrust, Results for jet aircraft would be similar, but the 
corresponding percentage of the static thrust wouldbe slightl,y greater. 

The results given in Fig.5 are re-plotted in a dif'ferent form in 
Fig.6. This shows that lift coefficients as high as 5 or 6 may be usefully 
employed without going to exceptionally high values of A or T 

P 
. 

Consideration of the proportion of total take-off distance occupied 
by the ground run,showed that this proportion decreased sli.gh%ly with increasing 

CLs l 
The decrease was rather greater for propeller aircraft than for jets. * 
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All the results given here refer to an aircraft of 40 000 lb 
weight. As already explained, the assumptions made about drag during the 
take-off led to some effect of varying weight on the calculated take-off 
distance, but the effect was very small for weights between 30 000 and 
200 000 lb. The assumptions were not intended to apply at weights below 
30 000 lb and are likely to become progressively less accurate as the weight 
is decreased below this value. Some cslculations of take-off distance were 
made, however, for weights down to 10 000 lb. 

Fig.7 shows the effect of ground-rolling resistance on the 
calculated take-off distance of a tyPioal propeller aircraft, As would be 
expected, the effect of increasing g is greatest when TP and CL 

S 
are both small. Increasing wing loading has the same effect as a 
proportionate reduction of CL . 

s 
It shouldbe emphasised, however, that 

the effect of increasing p has been minimised in these calculations by 
the assumption that the optimum lift coefficient is maintained during the 
ground run (equation (9)). In many cases this is likely to be impracticable, 
and increasing p will then have a greater effect on the take-off distanoe. 

It is of interest to compare the results of these take-off 
calculations with those givenby G. W. Johnston3. Johnston assumes that the 
speed during the transition and steady climb is always equal to I*2 VS, 
whereas in the calculations described here the speed Vb is adjusted to give 
minimum total take-off distance. Thus when CLS is large Johnston finds 
the take-off distance actually increasing with CLS. This means that the 
take-off is being limited by induced drag, and not by stalling, and the best 
transition speed to use is well above the stalling speed. 

The "optimumtt CL S given by Johnston is the value of CI,S 
required to achieve the minimum take-off distances shown in Fig.&. As already 
noted, the maximum useful lift coefficient in practice will be rather less 
than this because of the weight of the BLC system. 

Apart from the points mentioned above, the results given by 
Johnston are substantially in agreement with those given here. 

The distance required for landing is not important if it is less 
than the take-off distance. The calculations have shown that this condition 
is always satisfied with a dry concrete runway (p, = 0.35) for the range 
of Tfi considered, even without using reversed thrust, provided the wing 
loading is at least 2%less at landing than at take-off. For short-range 
aircraft the reduction of wing loading between take-off and landing may 
sometimes be less than this, so that for the higher values of To/W tie 
landing distance without reversed thrust may be a little greater than the 
take-off distance. When reversed thrust is used on a dry concrete runway, 
the landing distance is always less than the take-off distance, even at the 
same wing loading. 

With/ 
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WILIAI a wet runway (@B = 0.17) the landing distance 1s more 

critical, and in presenting the results of the landing calculations attention 
has been concentrated on this condition. Figs.8 and 9 show lsdli~g EI& 
take-off distances at two values of To/%, for propeller aircraft with 
A=8 on an icy runway. Fig08 shows that when T /pv = Oe32, a normal value 
for conventional propeller aircraft, the landing &stance is never much 
greater than the take-off distance for the same value of W/CL 

s ' 
even for 

this low value of pg and wi-thout thrust reversal. When allowanoe is made 
for a reasonable reduotion of wing loading between take-off and landing, 
the landing distanoe without thrust reversal is hardly ever greater than the 
take-off illstance. When reversed thrust is used the distance required for 
landng is always considerably less than for take-off. 

In Fig.9 the landing and take-off distances are compared for 
T,/fiP = 0.58, with pg still equal to 0.17. In this case, provided reversed 
thrust is used, the landing distance at a giyen Value of w/CL~ never exceeds 

the take-off distance by more than 200 ft, even at this low value of pgm 

For aircraft having still higher values of To/W the landing 
distance would be greater than the take-off distance even with pg = 0.35, 
but with such aircraft there is a strong case for using some form of thrust 
deflection and this has not been considered in the present study. It rnv 
therefore be concluded that for values of Tofi up to about 0.5 the take-off 
is likely to be more critical than the landing. 

For a given value of w/C+ the effect on the lading distance 
of varying wing loading or aspect ratio is small. The take-off distanoes 
shqwn in Fig.8 refer to propeller aircraft, but the landing distances without 
reversed thrust apply equally to jet &or&t. 

The landing distanoes given in Figs.8 and 9 were calculate& for an 
approach path inclined at 8O to the horizontal. This is considerably steeper 
than the approach normaLLy us&by civil ahcraft but is believed to be quite 
practicable. 

Fig.10 shows the results of calculations made for one case to 
investigate the effect on the landing distance of var$ng the apprach angle. 
The ratio of landing distance at an approach angle 6 to the distance for an 
angle of 8O is plotted against the angle 6. It can be seen that increasing 
6 above 8O gives relatively little improvement, but reduction of 6 to small 
angles gives a considerable increase of landing distance. 
wet runway (p, = 

Fig.10 refers to a 
0*17) ma for greater values of pg the growa run would 

be shorter and hence for a given reduction of 6 the percentage increase of 
total. landing distance would be even greater. The effect of S on land&g 
distance is more pronounced at higher values of CL because the horizontal 
distance required for descent from 50 ft to ground %&el is then a greater 

proportion/ 
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proportion of the total landing distance. The dotted curve of cot 6 in 

Fig.10 represents the 

The landing 
for speeds during the 
E = 1*2. These speed 
civil aircraft. Some 
of reducing E, with 

cot 8O 
limiting case of CL 3 00 

S 
for which L, = L,., . 

distances shown in Figs.8, 9 and 10 were all calculated 
steady approach and flare represented by B = l-3 and 
ratios msy be regarded as typical values for conventional 
further csilculations were made to investigate tie effect 
and without a reduction of B. The results showed that 

in typical cases a reduction of E from I.2 to l-1, while keeping B = 1.3, 
reduced the total landing distance by about 2% without thrust reversal and 
by about 1% with thrust reversal. With B = E = I.1 the total landing 
distance was slightly greater than with B = l-3 and E = l-1. Thus to land 

<in the shortest possible distance the speed loss during the flare (B - E)Vg 
should be as large as possible. The amount of speed loss that can be achieved 
in practice during the flare will depend on the drag characteristics of the 
airoraft and will not be in the control of the pilot unless it is considered 
practicable to apply reversed thrust during the flare. 

The calculations of landing distance given by G. W. Johnston3 are 
based on an assumed technique in which there is no flare (and also no float) 
and the approach speed ratio B is only I*?. The vertical component of 
velocity at touchdown (and during the glide) is assumed to be IO ft/sec, 
Thus the assumed approach angle (which is maintained all the way to the ground) 
is given by 

9-l 
tsJl6 = -? 

5 

where V S is in ft/sec. This angle is less than the value of 8O assumed here 

provided VS is greater than about 38 knots -!- >I 5*0 lb/ft' . 
cLs > 

The landing distances given by Johnston are based on an assumed 
constsnt deceleration during the ground run, so that no useful comparison 
with the present results can be made. 

7. Conclusions 

The main conclusions may be summarised as follows:- 

(1) For values of To/W less than about 0*5 the take-off 
distance willusuallybe greater than the landing 
distance, especis3.y if reversed thrust is used on 
landing. 

(2) The use of BLC to increase the maximum Uft coefficient 
(say, from 2 to 5) gives a large reduction of take-off 
distance, especially if’ T&V is large. (See Figs.1 and 2.) 

(3)/ 
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(3) me msz&num useful lift coefficient for take-off 
is given approzdmately by Fig.6. 

(4) With undeflected. thrust in the range of TdW considered here 
a take-off distance as short as 500 ft can only be achieved 
with a very small value of w (about 7 lb/ft' for a 

propeller aircraft even with cLs To/W as high as 0*6). When 
such short take-off distances are required To/W should be 
large and thrust deflection is obviously useful. 

(5) Take-off distan oes of the order of the order of 
1 000 ft canbe achieved much more easily. Thus, for 
a propeller aircraft with To/W = O-45, this distanoe 

can be aohieved with 2 < 12.5 lb/fta a1-16 W/A less 

cLs 
than about 9. with CLs = 5, these 00nditLons are 

satisfied by making w = 60 lb/fta and A = 7. 
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